
PROBNI ČETVRTI TEST, AM         MAJ 2014 

I Match the words with the definitions: 

1 base temperature 

2 sanitize 

3 field pattern 

4 income 

5 international trade 

6 futures market 

 

A the exchange of products across borders 

B to kill bacteria 

C the minimum temperature at which a plant may grow 

D the exchange where contracts are bought and sold 

E money that a person earns 

F a sign of disease that occurs throughout an area 

II Fill in the blanks with the correct words and phrases from the word bank: 

mulching       stippled        import dependent          hoop houses        index 

1. ___________ leaves are covered with spots. 

2. A(n) ____________ country purchases more than it sells internationally. 

3. ___________ can be used to absorb and trap whatever heat the region does receive. 

4. ____________ plant waste can enrich soil. 

5. ____________  is a figure that describes average value. 

III Write a word that is similar in meaning to the underlined part: 

1. What are your expenses that don’t change? 

_ _ x _ _      _ _ _ h     _ x _ _ _ _ _ s 

2. Get a device that burns fuel to create heat to keep the plants from freezing. 

_ _ a _ _ _ 

3. Many countries depend on products brought in from other countries. 

_ mp _ _ _ _ 



4. A chemical that kills insects and other pests harmful to crops effectively controls insects. 

_ _ st _ _ _ d _ 

5. The expenses of feeding livestock went up. 

_ ee_     c _ _ _ _ 

IV Translate into Serbian: 

1. There are several methods of freeze protection that an agriculturalist can use. 

 

2. Pests, primarily insects but also small mammals and birds, destroy countless crops every year. 

 

3. Give us a call if your plants are stippled, stunted, wilting or browning. 

 

4. The attachment includes a summary of your revenues minus expenses. 

 

5. While Chile remains import dependent with respect to energy related goods, it is export 

dependent overall. 

 

6. Last year was marked by surplus wheat production and many producers began the year with a 

heavy carryover of the last year’s ending stocks. 

 

V Write a synonym or an explanation in ENGLISH: 

surplus – 

debt – 

wilted – 

weed map – 

mean temperature – 

VI Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in brackets (present simple or future 

simple): 

1. We ___________ (be) late unless we _____________ (hurry up). 

2. She ___________ (do) her homework as soon as she ____________ (come) home. 

3. You ____________ (not pass) the exam if you ______________ (not revise) more. 

4. She ____________ (not go) to secondary school until she _____________ (be) eleven. 

VII Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in brackets (past simple or 

would/wouldn’t): 

1. If I ______________  (travel) to England, I ____________ (visit) you. 



2. They _____________ (not leave) early if the teacher __________________ (not give) them a 

permission. 

3. If I _____________ (be) you, I _____________ (tell) them to leave immediately. 

4. Maria _____________ (not borrow) you her car if she ___________ (know) that you don’t have 

a valid driving licence. 

 

 


